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As soon as we have a menu for Barrel House from Kane, we will publish it here. In the meantime, feel free to
take a look at the meal plans in the surrounding area. Or help us by making available the meal plan here. What

David Kelly likes about Barrel House:
Came here for a late lunch. Service was quick and friendly. Had the ham and cheese pretzel melt with wings.

Prices where fair and the portion of blue cheese when ordered for the wings were large. The fries that came with
the sandwich were also a large portion homemade and excellently crisp reminding me of five guys fries. The

pretzel bun was also very good if you want to consider upgrading. read more. What Cathi La Sota doesn't like
about Barrel House:

Stopped in because of the reviews, but ended up really disappointed. The food and the prices were fine, not
great. But the service was awful. My server never came to my table after bringing my food, even though I

intended to order more. I had to flag her down to close out. She dropped the bill then never came back. I luckily
had enough cash so I was able to leave the cash and walk out. I won't be coming back again. read more. If you

want to a cocktail after work and sit with friends or alone, Barrel House from Kane is a good bar, this sports bar is
a favourite among the customers, who enjoy not only the fantastic food and drinks, but also the opportunity to
watch the latest games or races on the big TV. Even South American fresh fish, meat, as well as beans and

potatoes are grilled here, and you can indulge in scrumptious American meals like Burger or Barbecue.
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Salad�
BLUE CHEESE SALAD

Sandwiche�
HAM AND CHEESE

Starter� & Salad�
FRENCH FRIES

Desser�
BROWNIE

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Brunc�
STEAK AND EGGS

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

PANINI

ICE CREAM

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

CHEESE

SEAFOOD

VEGETABLES

BACON

HAM

PASTRAMI
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